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Global warming is synonymous with climate change, 
rising sea levels, floods, and droughts, shifting 
rainfall patterns, acid rains, climate extremes, 

reduction in snow and ice, and clear and distinct possibilities 
of disbalanced ecosystems. 

It is not something that has recently gained prominence, 
but has been right there in front of us. Evading the issue is 
not going to save us from the perils of global warming.   

the Earth has been warmed so much that even a little 
extra warming may cause serious consequences to all 
forms of life – humans, plants, and animals. We can already 
witness that several species are turning extinct, landforms 
are changing, and the weather is turning unpredictable. 

But this is not all, as there are several other dimensions  
to this issue. And we need to know about this subject in 
depth – causes, effects, science, and solutions. This book 
will in a simple easy way help you understand them.  

Find out more about it through 50 FAQs on Global 
Warming, so that you can also make a difference.
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What does the term “global temperature” mean?
Weather is the state of the atmosphere at a specific time in  
a specific place. Climate, on the other hand, is defined as the  
long-term weather patterns that describe a region. During  
the same month of the year, the temperature of India will differ 
from that of the UK, USA, or the UAE. This is because every 
country, state, city, or place has a different weather and climate. 
Some places are colder, while others are quite hot. We arrive  
at the global temperature by taking the average of all  
these temperatures. 
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Is “global warming” same as “climate change”?
The two terms are not same, but related to each other. Global 
warming refers to the rise in average surface temperature 
worldwide due to emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) like 
carbon dioxide (CO2). However, an increase in the proportion of 
CO2 in the Earth’s atmosphere will result in a lot of other changes 
besides higher temperatures. Collectively, these changes are 
known as climate change. 

Thus, “global warming” implies rise in the Earth’s surface 
temperature, while “climate change” is a broad term that includes 
global warming as well as everything else that will result from 
increasing amounts of GHGs in the atmosphere.
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What is the greenhouse effect?
Greenhouses are made of glass and are designed to hold heat. 
Similarly GHGs, such as CO2, water vapour, N2O or nitrous oxide, 
and O3 or ozone, trap the Sun’s heat and do not let it escape. As 
a result, during the day, Earth’s surface gets increasingly warmer. 
But when our planet cools down in the night, the heat is released 
back into the air. However, some heat still remains trapped in 
the lower atmosphere, keeping our planet warm and cozy. This 
natural process produced by GHGs is known as greenhouse 
effect – a term coined by Svante Arrhenius, a Swedish scientist.
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